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First-in-class membrane stabilizer Poloxamer 188 (P188) has
been shown to confer membrane protection in an extensive
range of clinical conditions; however, elements of the systemic
distribution and localization of P188 at the organ, tissue, and
muscle fiber levels in vivo have not yet been elucidated. Here
we used non-invasive fluorescence imaging to directly visu-
alize and track the distribution and localization of P188
in vivo. The results demonstrated that the Alx647 probe did
not alter the fundamental properties of P188 to protect bio-
logical membranes. Distribution kinetics in mdx mice
demonstrated that Alx647 did not interface with muscle
membranes and had fast clearance kinetics. In contrast, the
distribution kinetics for P188-Alx647 was significantly slower,
indicating a dramatic depot and retention effect of P188.
Results further demonstrated the significant retention of
P188-Alx647 in the skeletal muscle of mdx mice, showing a
significant genotype effect with a higher fluorescence signal
in the mdx muscles over BL10 mice. High-resolution optical
imaging provided direct evidence of P188 surrounding the
sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells. Taken
together, these findings provide direct evidence of muscle-dis-
ease-dependent molecular homing and retention of synthetic
copolymers in striated muscles thereby facilitating advanced
studies of copolymer-membrane association in health and
disease.

INTRODUCTION
Muscular dystrophies are a diverse group of genetic diseases charac-
terized by progressive muscle deterioration.1 Among the more devas-
tating muscular dystrophies are those that develop from the absence
of components of the dystrophin glycoprotein complex, resulting in
compromised sarcolemma integrity in skeletal muscle and heart.
One of the most common forms of muscular dystrophy is Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD), a fatal disease of progressive muscle
deterioration that results from the lack of the cytoskeletal protein dys-
trophin, which is indispensable for maintaining the structural integ-
rity of the muscle cell membrane.2
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There is no cure for DMD patients or any effective treatment to pre-
vent or reverse DMD-striated muscle deterioration. There is signifi-
cant effort in the DMD field focused on gene-based protein replace-
ment strategies to restore dystrophin production, which has shown
promise in preclinical studies.3–6 To date, however, these approaches
have not yet been translated successfully in human patients as clinical
trials reported recently demonstrate a lack of clinically meaningful
success with missed milestones.7 In this context, it is worth consid-
ering additional approaches that target the primary defect of DMD:
severe muscle membrane fragility.

As the primary pathophysiological defect in DMD is muscle mem-
brane instability, with subsequent muscle damage and degeneration,
a unique therapeutic strategy is the use of synthetic block copolymers
as membrane stabilizers to prevent muscle damage by directly stabi-
lizing the dystrophin-deficient muscle membrane.8 Synthetic block
copolymers are a diverse class of soft materials with wide-ranging in-
dustrial9 and biological applications.10,11 The most studied class of
synthetic block copolymers in biomedicine is poloxamers, which
are amphiphilic nonionic triblock copolymers composed of a hydro-
phobic poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) core flanked on both sides by
hydrophilic chains of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO).

In this family of chemicals, the first-in-class membrane stabilizer Po-
loxamer 188 (P188; 8,400 g mol�1, 80% ethylene oxide content) is the
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most widely studied copolymer.12–14 P188 has been found to confer
membrane protection against many different types of injuries,
including osmotic,15 oxidative16 and shear stress,17 electrical18 and
thermal burns,11 and other trauma that affects cell membrane integ-
rity.12,19,20 Membrane stabilization by P188 has also been well estab-
lished in DMD models where P188 successfully restored muscle cell
membrane integrity.8,21–23 Furthermore, in vivo delivery of P188
was shown to prevent myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury, a lead-
ing cause of death in patients with cardiovascular disease, through
membrane stabilization.24–26 These preclinical studies show promise
and have led to clinical trials on the use of P188 in human patients to
test the safety and efficacy of P188 on endpoints associated with car-
diovascular, pulmonary, and musculoskeletal function (Clinical-
Trials.gov identifier NCT03558958). Currently, the study is ongoing
and no results have yet been reported. Despite wide usage of P188
in preclinical and clinical studies to stabilize membranes from various
injury modalities, the distribution and localization of P188 have not
yet been fully examined in vivo. While the pharmacokinetics, meta-
bolism, and excretion of P188 have been evaluated in humans and an-
imal models,27,28 little information is available regarding P188 local-
ization and biodistribution for P188 trafficking in vivo.

Non-invasive optical imaging provides an excellent approach to
investigate the systemic distribution of block copolymers in vivo,
providing insights into the mechanism of membrane stabilization.
However, as P188 itself does not exhibit optical signal properties,
it has been challenging to implement a non-invasive optical imaging
method to investigate the P188 distribution and localization in ani-
mal models. Fluorescent dyes can be tagged to P188, but numerous
dyes, especially hydrophobic ones, interact with the cell membrane
with the potential to abrogate P188 function.29 In addition, auto-
fluorescence from biomolecules acting as fluorophores generates
background noise in the range of 350–550 nm. Fluorescence probes
with absorption and emission wavelengths in the near-infrared
(NIR) spectrum (650–900 nm) are most useful for whole-body im-
aging, as NIR fluorescence dyes are characterized by low cytotoxicity,
biocompatibility, and minimum interference from autofluorescence
background.30–32 In addition, NIR dyes provide a convenient and
safe method to quantify pharmacokinetics at the subcellular to tissue
level while retaining the possibility for quantifying macroscopic or-
gan-level distribution.

The objectives of this study were multifold. First, we focused on the
design and implementation of a dye-based method for fluorescence
imaging to enable high-fidelity tracking of synthetic copolymer-based
membrane stabilizers in striated muscles in vivo. Here, Alexa Fluor
647 (Alx647) was implemented because of its relevance for NIR intra-
operative imaging as well as its documented minimal interaction with
the cell membrane.29 Second, we tested whether the synthetic triblock
copolymer P188 can interact with the sarcolemma of two different cell
types (cardiac myocytes and flexor digitorum brevis fibers) in vitro.
Third, we sought a deeper understanding of the essential elements
of the systemic distribution and discrete localization of P188 at the or-
gan, tissue, and muscle fiber levels to enable a comprehensive under-
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standing of the intrinsic physicochemical features of block copoly-
mers guiding muscle membrane association to confer protection
in vivo. It is currently unclear how P188 localizes to muscle mem-
branes in vivo. Accordingly, we implemented a high-resolution
non-invasive optical imaging technique to provide the first direct ev-
idence of copolymers surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and
cardiac muscle cells in vivo. Data show direct evidence of P188 sur-
rounding live muscle cells, consistent with P188 membrane stabiliza-
tion mechanism of action. Most dramatically, live animal imaging
shows the preferential homing and retention of copolymers to dystro-
phin-deficient muscles as compared with dystrophin-replete muscles.
We hypothesize that the unique physicochemical architecture and
composition of the P188 block copolymer provides the necessary
molecule-intrinsic properties to preferentially target damaged muscle
membranes in vivo.

RESULTS
Copolymer synthesis and characterization

P188-Alx647 was designed based on three considerations: (1) the
linker between dye and polymer should be stable in physiological con-
ditions; (2) the fluorescent dye itself should not interact with the cell
membrane nor alter the membrane stabilization properties of P188;
and (3) the fluorescence excitation and emission wavelengths should
fall in the NIR range where tissue autofluorescence is minimal. By
these criteria, we developed an amide bond as the linker and
Alx647 as the fluorescent dye (lex = 651 nm, lem = 672 nm)
(Figures 1A and S1A). For amide bond formation the initial hydroxyl
end groups of P188 were converted sequentially to tosyl, azide, and
then amine groups (Figures 1A and S1A). Tosylation of hydroxyl
end groups of P188 was successful, based on 1H NMR peak appear-
ance at 4.2 ppm (Figure S1B). Peaks at 2.4 ppm, 7.45 ppm, and
7.78 ppm correspond to tosyl ring hydrogens attached to P188 (Fig-
ure S1B). Based on peak integration, >95% of hydroxyl end groups
were converted to tosyl groups. Substitution of tosyl to azide groups
was confirmed, based on the 13C NMR peak at 50 ppm (Figure S1C).
No characteristic peaks appeared in the 1H NMR spectrum because
the peak for hydrogen next to the azide group (e.g., -CH2-N3) over-
lapped with polypropylene oxide peaks. Reduction of the azide groups
to amines was confirmed by the characteristic amine peak at 2.78
ppm. By integrating the area under the peak, we confirmed that�60%
of total end groups were converted to a primary amine. Throughout
the reaction, the molecular weight distribution of P188 did not change
as evidenced by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry) (Figure 1B). 1H NMR anal-
ysis of P188-Alx647 was not possible, as the chemical structure of
Alx647 is proprietary. Analysis of the fluorescence intensity of the
P188-Alexa647 molecule indicates�1.7 fluorophores per P188 mole-
cule (Figure S1D). Based on these data, we then used twice as much of
Alx647 probe alone as compared with P188-Alx647 as a control for
our experiments. By using molar equivalency, we were able to discern
that the fluorescent signal obtained from P188-Alx647 was authentic.

To determine whether the protection efficacy of P188 was altered by
conjugation with the fluorophore Alx647, a cellular osmotic stress
Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 28 March 2023 163
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Figure 1. Chemical structure, synthesis, and

molecular and cellular characterization of P188-

Alx647

(A) Synthesis scheme of P188-Alx647. (B) MALDI-

TOF mass spectra of P188, tosyl-P188, N3-P188, and

NH2-P188. (C and D) P188-Alx647 confers cellular

protection not different from P188; 14 mM P188, 14 mM

P188-Alx647, or 28 mM Alx647 were added to C2C12

myoblast cultures throughout 134 mOsm hypo-osmotic

stress (C) and isotonic recovery (D). LDH release was

measured and normalized to non-treated control (buffer

only). pH of buffer solution is 7.2. Average ± standard

error is shown for 4–6 independent wells per

experiment. ***p < 0.001.
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and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) tests were employed in a cell-based
assay.15 The LDH release was normalized to the LDH release with
buffer solution. Alx647 itself did not protect the cell membrane, as
LDH release was similar to that of buffer control (Figures 1C and
1D). Importantly, in the presence of P188-Alx647, LDH release was
significantly blunted and not different from P188. Collectively, these
results indicate that P188 and P188-Alx647 confer similar protection
of the cell membrane and that the Alx647 probe does not affect mem-
brane protection efficacy (Figures 1C and 1D). Thus, overall, we
confirmed that this probe did not alter the inherent ability of P188
to interface and protect biological membranes.

Copolymer P188 function in vitro and in vivo

Previous studies have aimed at understanding the interactions of tri-
block copolymers with model lipid membranes. These studies have
probed the interactions of triblock copolymers with model lipid mem-
branes, such as lipid monolayers at an air-water interface33 and lipid
vesicles.34–36 However, detailed understanding of the copolymer-lipid
interface remains elusive in live cell systems. Thus, we first performed
an in vitro assay to investigate the P188-membrane interaction using
live cardiac myocytes and single flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) fibers
isolated from adult animals. Figure 2A (top) shows a confocal micro-
graph of a representative live cardiac myocyte labeled with calcein
(green) and P188-Alx647 (red). The representative image in Figure 2A
also highlights the red channel and the black-and-white high-contrast
image showing direct evidence of P188 interfacing with the sarco-
164 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 28 March 2023
lemma of live single striated muscle cells. Here,
P188-Alx647 is visualized decorating the cell
membrane surface but not entering the cell. We
found similar results when FDB fibers were incu-
bated with P188-Alx647 (Figure 2B). Moreover,
our results gain significance by demonstrating
similar results between two different species
and two different cell types. Unique inherent het-
erogeneity between muscle cells, including mem-
brane composition and smaller size of cardiac
myocytes (�150 mm) relative to FDB fibers
(�600 mm), may account for differences in
dosage used to label FDB compared with cardiac
myocytes. Studies with the Alx647 probe alone show no interaction
with the cell membrane (Figures 2A and 2B, bottom). Moreover, we
demonstrated P188 located around the cell membrane.

Non-invasive tracking of systemically delivered P188-Alx647

in vivo

The next experiments tracked and compared, following subcutaneous
systemic delivery, the distribution kinetics of P188-Alx647 and
Alx647 in dystrophin-deficient mdx mice and in healthy C57BL/10J
(BL10) controls over a 7-day time course (Figure 3A). The results
demonstrated that Alx647 alone had fast distribution and fast clear-
ance kinetics, with decay of the fluorescent signal as early as 2 h after
the initial subcutaneous injection (Figures 3B–3D). In marked
contrast, the kinetics for P188-Alx647 was significantly slower, indi-
cating a dramatic depot and retention effect of P188-Alx647 following
systemic injection. The maximum radiance efficiency detected on the
ventral view indicates the molecule diffusion peak was reached
around 3 h post injection (Figures 3C and 3D) and plateaued for
the following few hours before starting a slow decrease over days.
At the last experimental time point (day 7), there was a persistent sig-
nificant systemic fluorescent signal from the mice injected with P188-
Alx647. Conversely, the Alx647 signal was not detected after day 1
post injection (Figures 3C and 3D). At the whole-animal level, qual-
itatively similar distribution kinetics were observed in mdx and
healthy BL10 mice (Figures 3 and S2–S4). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first time P188 distribution and localization has been



Figure 2. Direct evidence of P188 interfacing with the

sarcolemma of live single striated muscle cells

Confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscopy of car-

diac myocytes and FDBs following exposure to P188-

Alx647. (A) Top: composite image of a rat cardiac myocyte

following incubation of 14 mM P188-Alx647 (red). Middle:

red channel and black-and-white high-contrast imaging

highlights the triblock copolymer 188 surrounding the

cardiac myocyte cell membrane. Bottom: a cardiac my-

ocyte following incubation with Calcein-AM (green) and

Alx647 (dye only). (B) Top: composite image of a

mouse FDB following incubation of 30 mM P188-Alx647

(red). Middle: red channel and black-and-white high-

contrast imaging highlights the triblock copolymer 188

surrounding the FDB cell membrane. Bottom: an FDB

following incubation with Calcein-AM (green) and Alx647

(dye only). Calcein (green) was used to demonstrate cell

viability after incubation with the dye-labeled copolymer

P188-Alx647. All these images represent live cell images

taken following 4 h incubation with P188-Alx647 or

Alx647 at 37�C in FluoroBrite DMEM. Insets show

magnifications of boxed regions, with cardiac myocytes

and FDB cell membrane highlighted by P188-Alx647.

Scale bars represent 20 mm for the cardiac myocyte

images and 50 mm for the FDB images. Cardiac

myocytes were isolated from female rats aged 3–

4 months old, and FDBs were isolated from male mice

aged 5–6 months old.
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evaluated in the context of skeletal and cardiac muscle using a disease
model.

Analysis of the injection site on the dorsal view revealed a persistent
high signal from the labeled P188 animal revealing a depot effect
following subcutaneous delivery (Figures 3B and S2). Our group pre-
viously reported that subcutaneous P188 delivery, but not the intra-
peritoneal route, conferred significant protection to dystrophic limb
skeletal muscle undergoing mechanical stress in vivo, showing evi-
dence that a P188 protective effect is critically dependent upon route
of delivery.23 Based on this prior research, we used subcutaneous de-
livery exclusively in this work. The ability of a single subcutaneous in-
jection to allow a slow continuous release of the copolymer has poten-
tial significant clinical implications as related to the administration
route, frequency, and adherence to treatment.37,38
Molecular Therapy: Methods &
Distribution of P188-Alx647 in tissues after

systemic delivery in vivo

After systemic delivery, skeletal muscles, heart,
kidney, liver, spleen, and brain were removed to
evaluate the organ distribution of P188-Alx647.
Interestingly, we found a prolonged retention of
the labeled P188 in the skeletal muscle and heart
(Figures 4A and 4B). Overall, the tissues har-
vested from P188-Alx647-injected mice had
strong persistent fluorescent signal both at the
early (6 h) and late (day 7) timepoints. The re-
sults showed an intense fluorescent signal in the
kidneys, consistent with reports of non-metabolized P188 elimina-
tion.27,28 The tissues harvested from Alx647-injected mice had a
very minimal signal at 6 h with no detectable fluorescent signal at
day 7 (Figures 4A and 4B).

P188-Alx647 homing and retention in dystrophin-deficient

skeletal muscles in vivo

The results demonstrated a prolonged and strong retention of P188-
Alx647 in the skeletal muscles of mdx mice (Figure 4). Importantly,
comparing the levels of radiance efficiency detected in mdx versus
healthy BL10 animals revealed a strong genotype effect in skeletal
muscles, in particular triceps, quadriceps, and gastrocnemius, with
a significantly higher fluorescence signal in themdxmuscles over dys-
trophin-replete BL10 mice (Figures 4C–4F and S5). Furthermore, the
radiance efficiency levels in kidney, liver, and spleen were significantly
Clinical Development Vol. 28 March 2023 165
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Figure 3. Detection of the systemic distribution of P188-Alx647 in dystrophin-deficient mice in vivo

(A) Scheme outlining the design of P188-Alx647 in vivo distribution in dystrophin-deficient mice. Young mdx male mice (P21–P25) were injected with a single subcutaneous

injection of 150 mg/kg P188-Alx647. The whole-body distribution of P188-Alx647 was assessed by acquiring fluorescence images immediately after the injection (T0 h),

followed by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 h on day 1 of the experiment and then once a day every 24 h up to day 7. The distribution of P188was examined by using the IVIS Spectrum live

imaging system, providing a qualitative assessment of the whole-body distribution of the triblock copolymer 188 in vivo. Asterisks denote the time points where the live images

were acquired on the IVIS Spectrum. Hash marks denote the endpoint for tissue collection and further analysis of P188-Alx647 distribution at the organ and tissue level. (B)

Overlay of representative grayscale photograph and fluorescent images of a living mdx mouse injected with P188-Alx647. Images of the dorsal (upper) and ventral (lower)

planes taken at 0 h, 6 h, and 7 days after injection. A non-injected control mouse is shown in the center, and a mouse injected with Alx647 (dye only) is shown on the right.

(legend continued on next page)
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lower in mdx compared with BL10 mice (Figure 4G). These results
provide direct evidence of muscle-disease-dependent molecular hom-
ing of P188-Alx647, resulting in increased retention of P188-Alx647
in dystrophin-deficient skeletal muscles. We postulate that the mem-
brane instability and skeletal muscle damage secondary to dystrophin
loss drives the stronger interaction between P188 and the damaged
sarcolemma.

Direct evidenceof P188-Alx647 interactionwith striatedmuscles

in vivo

Next, high-resolution spectral confocal imaging in non-fixed tissues
was used to track tissue-level P188 localization upon systemic delivery
in vivo. The data provide direct evidence of P188-Alx647 surrounding
the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells both at the 6-h
(Figure 5) and 7-day timepoints (Figure 6), consistent with the mem-
brane-stabilizing mechanism of action of P188. No signal was de-
tected in tissue samples from mdx mice injected with Alx647,
showing no evidence of the dye itself interfacing with the cell mem-
brane (Figure S6A). It is worth noting that the fluorescence imaging
protocol was optimized in order to obtain high-quality-resolution im-
ages of P188 localization in different muscle tissues. Spectral imaging
of each section was performed using fresh/non-fixed cryosections
prior to any staining or mounting, to preserve the tissue localization
and prevent staining-related modification of the tissue-compound
interaction. Linear unmixing of the obtained images using the
P188-Alx647 and Alx647 spectra was then performed to separate
the specific signal individually and independently of any autofluores-
cence or artifact. This approach provides direct evidence of the persis-
tence and sarcolemmal localization of P188-Alx647 in the skeletal and
cardiac muscles up to a week after a single subcutaneous injection.
Subsequent staining with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), a marker
for plasma membrane, further confirmed sarcolemmal interfacing
localization of P188-Alx647 in skeletal and cardiac tissue (Figures 7
and S7). These results constitute a live tissue demonstration of con-
clusions from previous works studying the copolymer-membrane
interface performed on lipid bilayers and in atomic model
simulations.36,39

P188-Alx647 following acute cardiac stress in dystrophic heart

in vivo

Next, we studied the effect of acute cardiac stress on P188-Alx647
localization in dystrophic mice in vivo. The b-adrenergic receptor
agonist isoproterenol is commonly used to induce a severe cardiac
phenotype in the mdx mouse model, representing an effective model
of episodic cardiac injury in dystrophic mice.40 Isoproterenol is a se-
lective b1/b2-agonist with a strong inotropic and chronotropic effect.
The increased workload caused by the rapid increase in heart rate and
Average radiant efficiency area was measured to estimate the whole-body distribution

points. The color bar indicates the total fluorescence radiant efficiency (photons s�1 cm�

signal at the dorsal (C) and ventral (D) plane determined by region of interest (ROI) p

fluorescence. P188-Alx647, dye-labeled copolymer; CTRL, control with no injection;

of variance with the Tukey post test (*p < 0.001; #p < 0.0001). n = 4–7 per group. Hours

P188-Alx647 (n = 6); CTRL (n = 5); Alx647 (n = 4).
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contractility upon a single isoproterenol bolus leads to contraction-
induced membrane damage in the vulnerable cardiac myocytes.41

In this experiment, mice initially received a subcutaneous injection
of P188-Alx647 at 150 mg/kg followed by a single intraperitoneal in-
jection of isoproterenol (10 mg/kg) 4 h after P188 administration
(Figure 8A). Quantitative analysis of the fluorescence intensity in
the hearts demonstrated that mice that received isoproterenol had
no statistically significant increase in the fluorescence signal as
compared with hearts from the mice that did not receive isoproter-
enol (Figures 8B and 8C). Previous investigations have demonstrated
that a single bolus injection of 10 mg/kg isoproterenol produced
myocardial necrosis and fibrosis in mdx mice as early as 8 h with a
peak at �30 h and with evidence that the acute injury is resolved
by 1 week.41 Thus, in our study we analyzed the hearts 20 h after
isoproterenol injection. Here there was no statistically significant dif-
ference between groups. Perhaps with future extensive additional
experimentation, by varying isoproterenol dosing and time a signifi-
cant protective effect could be obtained.

DISCUSSION
We show here, by using non-invasive optical imaging, the first direct
evidence of the muscle membrane-interfacing intrinsic ability of syn-
thetic copolymers to target damaged membranes at the muscle fiber,
tissue, organ, and whole-animal levels in vivo. A far-red fluorescence
probe was conjugated to the end group of P188 to enable high-fidelity
tracking of synthetic copolymer-based membrane stabilizers in stri-
ated muscles in vivo. The main findings include direct optical evi-
dence of the copolymer-muscle membrane interaction in cardiac
and skeletal muscles, wherein the copolymer could be visualized
interfacing with the sarcolemma but not entering the live muscle
cell. Upon systemic copolymer delivery, results show a marked depot
effect with long-term distribution and retention kinetics in vivo. In
contrast, the Alx647 probe alone, by virtue of its inherent low mem-
brane interaction factor,29 did not interface with muscle membranes
and had fast distribution and fast decay kinetics in vivo. Moreover,
conjugation of Alx647 to P188 did not alter the membrane stabiliza-
tion function of P188. Most importantly, findings show for the first
time a significant muscle-disease-dependent homing and retention
effect in vivo, with significantly greater P188-Alx647 fluorescence de-
tected in skeletal muscles from dystrophin-deficient animals as
compared with dystrophin-replete controls. These findings are dis-
cussed below in the context of therapeutic implications and insights
on the molecular mechanism by which block copolymers interface
with damaged muscle membranes.

The mechanism by which P188 preferentially localizes to dystrophic
muscle membranes in vivo is not fully understood. Recent advances,
of P188, with the same mice represented longitudinally and across different time
2 steradian�1 per mWcm�2). (C and D) Quantitative representation of the whole-body

lacement to capture the fluorescent signal. Results represent the average radiant

Alx647, dye Alexa Fluor 647). Statistical significance was assessed by analysis

0–6 analysis: P188-Alx647 (n = 7); CTRL (n = 5); Alx647 (n = 4). Days 2–7 analysis:
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Figure 4. Greater in vivo retention of P188-Alx647 in

dystrophic deficient skeletal muscles than in

C57BL/10 controls

(A and B) Ex vivo imaging of excised tissues from BL10

(A) and mdx mice (B). a, heart; b, diaphragm; c, quadri-

ceps; d, gastrocnemius; e, triceps; f, kidney; g, liver; h,

brain; i, spleen. Top left Petri dish, P188-Alx647; top right

Petri dish, Alx647; bottom Petri dish, CTRL. Images were

acquired 7 days after single subcutaneous injection of

P188-Alx647. The fluorescent images were acquired us-

ing the IVIS Spectrum instrument in epi-fluorescent mode

(lex = 650 nm, lem = 668 nm). The same color bar shown

in Figure 3 was used in these analyses. (C–G) Quantifi-

cation of fluorescence in the triceps (C), gastrocnemius

(D), quadriceps (E), tibialis anterior (F), and excretory or-

gans (G) from healthy (BL10) and dystrophin-deficient

mice (mdx). Ex vivo tissue signals were determined by ROI

placement to capture the fluorescent signal in each

excised tissue. Results represent the average radiant ef-

ficiency fluorescence ± SE. Statistical significance was

assessed by parametric tests unless indicated otherwise,

followed by Welch’s correction. Parametric tests were

conducted for nearly all the analyses. In a few tests, owing

to different Ns per group, normalcy tests could not be

performed and thus a non-parametric test was conduct-

ed. Two-way ANOVAwas used for analysis of non-muscle

organs (main effects: organ and treatment). **p < 0.005;

***p < 0.0005, n = 4–7 per group. Day 7 mdx: P188-

Alx647 (n = 7); CTRL (n = 5); Alx647 (n = 4). Day 7 BL10:

P188-Alx647 (n = 4); CTRL (n = 4); Alx647 (n = 4).
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however, from molecular dynamics studies, together with cell and
molecular copolymer-phospholipid membrane investigations, pro-
vide a foundation on which to propose the molecular basis for the
in vivo findings reported here.36 It is well known that the primary
defect in DMD is loss of the dystrophin protein leading to severe mus-
cle membrane instability.1,2,8 Dystrophin deficiency causes marked
alterations in phospholipid composition of the muscle membrane
that, in turn, renders the membrane susceptible to injury as mani-
fested by delta lesions in the membrane.42,43 We hypothesize that
168 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 28 March 2023
these membrane structural alterations reveal a
molecular substrate upon which copolymers,
owing to physicochemical properties intrinsic
to this class of chemistries, preferentially
interface.

More specifically, we hypothesize, based on
recent findings, that essential physicochemical
properties of P188, encompassing architecture
and hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity composi-
tion,8,23,26,44 directly underlie the preferential
targeting and retention of P188 to damaged
muscle membranes in vivo. P188 has been
shown to confer membrane protection against
many different types of injuries, including
DMD.14,27,45–49 We and others have previously
provided evidence that synthetic triblock copolymer P188 signifi-
cantly protects dystrophic skeletal muscles during physiologically
relevant mechanical stress in vivo.23,25,44,48 Findings shown here pro-
vide the first direct evidence of copolymers surrounding individual
muscle fibers upon systemic delivery in vivo, in direct support of
the membrane stabilization mechanism of action of these molecular
structures.8 Biophysical studies examining triblock copolymer inter-
actions with synthetic lipid membranes suggest that the hydrophobic
PPO block plays a critical role in P188’s interaction with the lipid



Figure 5. High-resolution confocal imaging shows direct evidence of P188

surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells at 6 h

following in vivo systemic delivery of P188-Alx647

Representative confocal microscopy with spectral detection and linear unmixing

images were obtained from the diaphragm (top), quadriceps (middle), and heart

(bottom) of mdx mice. The left panels show in red direct evidence of P188-Alx647

surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells. The right panels

show the same images in black-and-white with high contrast, evidencing the tri-

block copolymer P188 surrounding the cell membrane. Insets show magnifications

of boxed regions, with skeletal muscle cell borders highlighted by P188-Alx647.

Scale bars represent 200 mm for the quadriceps images and 100 mm for the dia-

phragm and heart images.
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bilayer. Here, copolymer insertion is speculated to occur through the
lipophilic portion of the molecule (PPO) adsorbing to the membrane
surface and some penetration into the bilayer hydrocarbon core, with
the hydrophilic tails (PEO) generally located in the adjacent water-
rich layer.39 The strength of this interaction appears to be highly
dependent on the PPO/PEO mass ratio of the block copolymer,
with hydrophobic dominant poloxamers (PPO/PEO mass ratio > 1)
capable of inserting and subsequently permeabilizing the cell mem-
brane.50,51 In comparison, evidence is emerging that the relatively hy-
drophilic P188 (80% PEO) adsorbs onto the lipid membrane and ex-
erts membrane stabilization by dampening surface and intra-bilayer
hydration dynamics, rather than by direct corralling of lipids.52

This dependence on the PPO/PEO mass ratio is supported by our
group whereby we showed that an extended P188, a triblock copol-
ymer featuring an equivalent PPO/PEO ratio to P188 but with a larger
molecular weight, significantly stabilizes membranes in vitro and also
in vivo in a manner dependent on both dosage and delivery route.23
Molecular
Moreover, in the context of mechanistic investigation into the struc-
ture-function relationship of block copolymer architecture and chem-
istry, we recently showed that the addition of a single hydrophobic
tert-butoxy end group to the PPO block in a PEO-PPO di-block
significantly enhances membrane interaction and protection in
dystrophic limb skeletal muscles during in vivo mechanical stress.44

These findings suggest a marked biological effect of the hydrophobic
PPO terminal end group on membrane stabilization in vivo and
inform a novel “anchor and chain”model of copolymer-phospholipid
membrane interaction whereby the addition of a hydrophobic end
group “anchors” the PPO block within the alkyl tail region of the
bilayer.44 Recent all-atom in silico molecular dynamics studies pro-
vide further evidence that the intrinsic features of copolymer architec-
ture and content serve as the driving elements by which these mole-
cules interface and stabilize damaged membranes.36 Taken together,
we posit that these atomic and in vitro cellular-level findings translate
to the whole animal to help account for the preferential homing/
retention of P188 to DMD muscle observed here in vivo.

These findings, taken together with previous biophysical studies
examining triblock copolymer interactions with lipid mem-
branes,39,50,51 along with a recent study demonstrating that poly(eth-
ylene glycol)s are not retained in muscle tissues and are rapidly
excreted via kidneys,53 are evidence that elements of hydrophobicity
and hydrophilicity underlie, at least partially, the preferential target-
ing and retention of P188 to damaged muscle membranes.

Synthetic block copolymers have numerous features that make them
attractive as a potential therapy for DMD. First, the mechanism of ac-
tion is not limited by the DMD-specific lesion. Thus, in principle, syn-
thetic membrane stabilizers could be applicable to all DMD patients,
regardless of genetic mutation. In addition, systemic distribution of
block copolymers makes them ideal for treatment of all affected stri-
ated muscles in the body. Immunogenicity concerns of gene-based
DMD treatments are also obviated by the use of synthetic sarcolemma
stabilizers. One could envision initiating copolymer treatment soon
after diagnosis, with the aim to preserve striated muscle function
before marked muscle degeneration and wasting occurs. Membrane
stabilizers may also be envisioned in bundled therapy. Block copoly-
mers have been in use as vehicles for enhanced gene delivery in other
applications,54,55 and the prospect of bundled therapies of block co-
polymers and gene-directed strategies would be of significant interest
to pursue in future works. Synthetic membrane stabilizers may ulti-
mately extend to numerous other inherited or acquired diseases in
which cell membrane integrity is compromised.

Placing these findings in clinical context, it is worth speculating that
the rapid nature by which copolymers interface with and protect mus-
cle membranes could have potential clinical benefits. For example, it
is known that with rAAV-based gene addition there is comparatively
slow onset kinetics, and fast-acting copolymers could provide amean-
ingful protective bridgingmechanism while waiting for micro-dystro-
phin content to accrue to therapeutic levels in DMD muscles. This
could make an interesting bundled therapy option to test in future
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Figure 6. High-resolution confocal imaging shows direct evidence of P188

surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells at day 7

following in vivo systemic delivery of P188-Alx647

Representative confocal microscopy with spectral detection and linear unmixing

images were obtained from the diaphragm (top), quadriceps (middle), and heart

(bottom) of mdx mice. The left panels show in red direct evidence of P188-Alx647

surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells. The right panels

show the same images as black-and-white with high contrast, evidencing the tri-

block copolymer P188 surrounding the cell membrane. Insets show magnifications

of boxed regions, with skeletal muscle cell borders highlighted by P188-Alx647.

Scale bars represent 200 mm for the quadriceps images and 100 mm for the dia-

phragm and heart images.
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studies. There are potential limitations in implementing membrane
stabilizers in the clinical arena, most notably, as our data show, that
P188 steadily decays over time after systemic delivery in vivo. Because
DMD is a chronic disease, membrane stabilizers would have to be
delivered on a regular basis, similar in concept to clinical manage-
ment in type I diabetic patients. In this regard it will be interesting
and important to continue studies of membrane stabilizer mechanism
of action with the goal of identifying chemistries with longer mem-
brane interface dwell times that, in turn, could reduce dosing amounts
and frequency of delivery. Because of the high cost of the Alx647
probe in this study, it is not practical to use this reagent in large an-
imals. Nonetheless, it could be of interest in follow-up studies to more
comprehensively examine the biodistribution of P188 in other valid
DMD mouse models such as mdx/utr+/� and BL10 mdx mouse on
a DBA2/J background (also termed D2-mdx or D2.B10-Dmdmdx/J;
C57BL/10ScSn-Dmdmdx/J), shown to have markedmuscular dystro-
phy. Furthermore, it is best for follow-up studies to perform further
170 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 28 March
analysis of the route of injection, pending substantial additional
financial support.

Extensive previously published studies on P188 distribution have
centered on providing a comparative assessment of P188 pharmaco-
kinetics across species that are commonly used in safety and efficacy
evaluation studies.27,28 These studies provide the central aspects of the
P188 absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME)
profile including elimination half-life, plasma clearance, plasma con-
centration, and urinary excretion among others. These data show that
P188 is not metabolized in the body and is excreted via the kidneys.
While these studies provide formative ADME background to the pre-
sent work, they do not address the essential elements of the systemic
distribution and discrete localization of P188 at the organ, tissue, and
muscle fiber levels in vivo, as demonstrated herein.

In summary, by implementing high-resolution non-invasive optical
imaging, this study provides the first direct evidence of copolymers
surrounding the sarcolemma of skeletal and cardiac muscle cells
in vivo, consistent with the membrane-stabilizing effects reported in
cellular and molecular modeling studies. Imaging results demonstrate
the increased localization and retention of synthetic membrane-inter-
facing copolymers to damaged muscle membranes in muscular dys-
trophy animals in vivo. Taken together, these findings provide direct
evidence of muscle-disease-dependent molecular homing and reten-
tion of synthetic copolymers in striated muscles in vivo. These find-
ings form the foundation on which to establish a physiologically
comprehensive understanding of the intrinsic physicochemical fea-
tures of block copolymers guiding muscle membrane association to
confer protection in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study approval

All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with humane
practices as directed by the Federal Animal Welfare Act, National
Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines, standards of the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care
(AAALAC International), and at the university level under the regu-
lation of the University Committee on the Use and Care of Animals.
The protocols were approved by the University of Minnesota Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Poloxamer 188 (Pluronic F68) was generously provided by BASF
(Wyandotte, MI). p-Toluenesulfonyl chloride (>99%) was purchased
from Acros Organics (Fair Lawn, NJ). Triethylamine (99%), tetrahy-
drofuran (HPLC grade), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (certified
ACS), and dichloromethane (certified ACS) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Sodium azide (>99.5%), triphenyl-
phosphine (99%), a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (>98%), sodium
trifluoroacetate (98%), and anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide
(99.8%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Alx647 NHS Ester (N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) was purchased
from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Molecular sieves
(4 Å) were purchased from Mallinckrodt (Staines-upon-Thames,
2023



Figure 7. High-resolution confocal imaging shows direct evidence of P188

colocalizing with the membrane marker WGA

(A) Quadriceps and (B) Diaphragm from mdx mice injected with P188-Alx647 and

stained withWGA at day 7.White arrows highlight the colocalization between P188-

Alx647 and WGA at the sarcolemma. Scale bars represent 100 mm.
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UK). PD-10 desalting columns were purchased from GE Healthcare
(Chicago, IL).

Synthesis of Alx647-tagged P188

Alx647-tagged P188 (P188-Alx647) was prepared by end-group
modification through four steps: (1) tosylation of the hydroxyl end
group to synthesize tosyl-P188; (2) azide substitution of the tosyl
group to yield N3-P188; (3) amine reduction of the azide group to
generate NH2-P188; and (4) Alx647 conjugation to afford P188-
Alx647 (Figure 1A).

Synthesis of tosyl-P188

P188 (10.4 g) was first dried by azeotropic distillation in toluene
(�120 mL). Fivefold molar excess of freeze-dried p-toluenesulfonyl
chloride (1.18 g) and 25� molar excess of triethylamine (3.13 g)
were rapidly added to the dried P188 in toluene under argon flow.
The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight un-
der a static argon atmosphere. After removing toluene by rotary evap-
oration, the crude product was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM)
and washed twice with water to remove excess triethylamine. After
washing, the DCM layer was collected and condensed to �20 mL
by rotary evaporation. The polymer dissolved in DCM was precipi-
tated by dropwise addition into cold diethyl ether and then collected
by vacuum filtration through a fine-frit glass Buchner funnel. The re-
sulting tosyl-P88 was freeze-dried for subsequent azide substitution.

Synthesis of N3-P188

DMF was dried over 4 Å molecular sieves. Dried DMF (�60 mL) was
transferred using a cannula to dissolve freeze-dried tosyl-P188 (2.18
Molecular
g). 20� molar excess of sodium azide (0.38 g) was rapidly added to
the polymer solution under argon flow. The reaction mixture was
stirred overnight at 90�C under an argon atmosphere. After cooling
down to room temperature, DMF was removed by rotary evapora-
tion. The crude product was dissolved in DCM and washed twice
with brine and twice with water. After washing, the DCM layer was
collected and condensed to�20 mL by rotary evaporation. The poly-
mer dissolved in DCM was precipitated by dropwise addition into
cold diethyl ether and then collected by vacuum filtration through a
fine-frit glass Buchner funnel.

Synthesis of NH2-P188

N3-P188 (0.85 g) and 15� molar excess of triphenylphosphine (0.44
g) were dissolved in �30 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF). The reaction
mixture was stirred at 40�C under reflux for 3 days, then �4 mL of
water was added to the reaction mixture. After stirring for another
2 days THF was removed by rotary evaporation, and the crude prod-
uct was dissolved in DCM. The polymer was precipitated by dropwise
addition into cold diethyl ether and then collected by vacuum filtra-
tion through a fine-frit glass Buchner funnel. The resulting NH2-P188
was freeze-dried in benzene. In this protocol, P188-azide was reduced
by Staudinger reaction (to form the amine, using triphenylphos-
phine). By protocol optimization, the P188-azide was then reduced
by hydrogenation instead of the Staudinger reaction, thus the amine
was formed by hydrogenation of the azide using hydrogen gas and
was catalyzed by palladium on carbon (Pd/C). This shortened the re-
action time of this step to an overnight reaction with no observable
chain coupling.

Synthesis of P188-Alx647

Anhydrous DMF was dried over 4 Å molecular sieves immediately
before the reaction to fully dry the solvent. Dried DMF (�2 mL)
was cannula transferred to dissolve freeze-dried NH2-P188
(52.8 mg). Triethylamine (20 drops) and Alx647 N-hydroxysuccini-
mide esters (10 mg) dissolved in anhydrous DMF were rapidly
added to the polymer solution under argon flow. The reaction flask
was wrapped with aluminum foil, and the reaction mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 5 days. After removing DMF
under vacuum, �2 mL of water was added to the crude product
and the mixture was stirred for another 5 days to remove reactivity
of excess Alx647 N-hydroxysuccinimide ester. The polymer was
purified using a PD10 desalting column to remove residual triethyl-
amine, DMF, and Alx647 dye. The resulting polymer was freeze-
dried.

Molecular characterization

End-group modification was determined by peak analysis on the 1H
NMR and 13C NMR spectra of polymers in deuterated water and
deuterated chloroform, respectively. Spectra were obtained on a 400
MHz Bruker Avance IIIHD Nanobay AX-400 spectrometer. Molecu-
lar weight distributions of the polymers were determined with
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (TOF 5800; Sciex, Washington,
DC) using a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as the matrix and so-
dium trifluoroacetate as a cationization agent.
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Figure 8. Detection of P188-Alx647 following acute

cardiac stress in dystrophic heart in vivo

(A) Scheme outlining the design of acute isoproterenol-

induced stress challenge. A single intraperitoneal injection

of 10 mg/kg of isoproterenol (Iso) was given to young mdx

male mice (P21–P25) 4 h after the administration of P188-

Alx647. Asterisks denote the time points were the live

images were acquired on the IVIS Spectrum. Hash mark

denotes the endpoint for tissue collection and further

analysis of P188-Alx647 distribution at the organ level. (B)

Ex vivo imaging of excised tissues from mdx mice

28 h after P188-Alx647 administration and 24 h of Iso

treatment. a, heart; b, diaphragm; c, tibialis anterior; d,

triceps; e, gastrocnemius; f, quadriceps; g, spleen; h,

kidney; i, liver; j, brain. The same color bar shown in

Figure 3 was used in these analyses. (C) Quantification of

fluorescence in the dystrophic heart 24 h after Iso

treatment. Ex vivo tissue signals were determined by ROI

placement to capture the fluorescent signal in the excised

heart tissue. Results represent the average radiant

efficiency fluorescence ± SEM, n = 9–11 per group.

Statistical significance was assessed by unpaired t test

with Welch’s correction.
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Hypo-osmotic stress and isotonic recovery assay, and enzyme

release assay

The details of the assay can be found in Lu et al.3 In brief, C2C12myo-
blasts were incubated with 14 mM P188, 14 mM AlxP188, or 28 mM
Alx647 in the following sequence: 330 mOsm isotonic buffer
(140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, and
10 mM HEPES, pH 7.2), 134 mOsm hypotonic buffer (composition
equivalent to 330 mOsm solution but with NaCl reduced to 50 or
20 mM), then 330 mOsm isotonic buffer. Alx647 N-hydroxysuccini-
mide ester was incubated in water at 37�C for 7 days to remove N-hy-
droxysuccinimide ester before the cellular assay. The amount of LDH
release in each step wasmeasured using an LDHAssay kit (Pointe Sci-
entific, Canton, MI) at 37�C. For this assay in general a total of six in-
dependent data points, as derived from individual wells, were con-
ducted for each experiment. The LDH release at each step was
normalized to the total amount of LDH per well. The fractional
LDH release in the presence of the polymer was further normalized
to the fractional LDH release without the polymer (non-treated).

Ventricular myocyte isolation and primary culture

Adult rat ventricular myocyte isolation was performed as previously
described.56 In brief, adult female rats (Sprague-Dawley—Envigo,
strain #002) aged 3–4 months old were anesthetized by inhalation
of isoflurane followed by intraperitoneal injection of heparin
(15,000 U/kg) and pentobarbital sodium (Fatal Plus) (150 mg/kg).
Following enzymatic digestion by retrograde perfusion with collage-
nase and gentle trituration of the cardiac ventricles, cardiac myocytes
were plated on laminin-coated glass coverslips (2 � 104 myocytes/
coverslip) and cultured in M199 medium (Sigma), supplemented
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with 25 mM HEPES, 26.2 mmol/L sodium bicar-
bonate, 0.02% BSA, and 50 U/mL penicillin-
streptomycin, with pH adjusted to 7.4; addition-
ally insulin (5 mg/mL), transferrin (5 mg/mL), and selenite (5 ng/mL)
(ITS) were added (Sigma I1884). One hour after plating, non-
adherent cells were removed and fresh M199 was applied.

In vitro P188 assays: Cardiac myocytes and flexor digitorum

brevis

Cardiac myocytes were incubated in freshM199medium at a concen-
tration of 2 � 104/mL for 24 h at 37�C and 5% CO2 prior to the
in vitro assays. Cardiac myocytes were incubated with 0.3 mM
Calcein-AM for 10 min at 37�C in FluoroBrite Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Gibco A1867901). After two gentle washes
in FluoroBrite medium, cells were incubated in the same medium
with 14 mM P188-Alx647 for 4 h at 37�C. Alx647 at 28 mM was
used as a control for the experiment. After two washes the cardiomyo-
cytes were kept in FluoroBrite DMEM and transferred to an incubator
connected to the confocal microscope in the University of Minnesota
imaging center (UMN UIC). Live cell images were taken using a
Nikon A1R FLIM confocal microscope.

FDB fibers were isolated from C57BL/10J adult male mice (The Jack-
son Laboratory, strain #000665) by collagenase digestion and tritura-
tion. The fibers were plated on laminin-coated chambered coverslip
in 300 mL of M199. After 30 min of stabilization at 37�C and 5%
CO2 incubator, FDB fibers were treated with 0.5 mMCalcein-AM (In-
vitrogen C3100) for 10 min at 37�C in FluoroBrite DMEM. After
washing the coverslip with FluoroBrite DMEM twice, the FDB fibers
were incubated with either 60 mMAlx647 and/or 30 mMP188-Alx647
for 4 h at 37�C. The coverslips were washed with FluoroBrite DMEM
twice and transferred to an incubator connected to the confocal
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microscope in the UMN UIC. Live cell images were taken using a Ni-
kon A1R FLIM confocal microscope in the same way as for the car-
diac myocytes.

In vivo study design

Mice were housed in cages, located in a well-ventilated, temperature-
controlled room at 21�C ± 2�C with relative humidity ranging from
40% to 60% and a light/dark period of 12:12 h, with free access to wa-
ter and food.

In vivo imaging

The IVIS Spectrum in vivo imaging system was used to dynamically
assess the in vivo distribution of P188-Alx647. For the bio-
distribution study, mdx male mice (C57BL/10ScSn-Dmdmdx/J, The
Jackson Laboratory, strain #001801) and wild-type (WT) male
mice (C57BL/10J) aged between postnatal day 21 (P21) and P25
(weighing between 8 and 11 g) were randomly separated into three
groups: (1) P188-Alx647 treated; (2) Alx647 treated; and (3) no
treatment. On day 1, dorsal and ventral fur was removed using a de-
pilatory cream and a single subcutaneous injection of 150 mg/kg
Alx647-labeled P188 copolymer diluted in saline (37 mM) corre-
sponding to the maximal volume that can be administered subcuta-
neously (40 mL/g). Fluorescence of Alx647 dye was used as a con-
trol. Mdx and/or WT mice that did not receive any treatment
were used as an additional control for background autofluorescence.
Immediately after the fluorescence probe injection, anesthesia was
induced with 2% isoflurane in 100% oxygen in the anesthetic cham-
ber until loss of the righting reflex. Mice were then moved to the
heated stage of the IVIS Spectrum and anesthesia was maintained
using 1% isoflurane in 100% oxygen through an adapted nasal
cone. Fluorescence imaging was performed, and mice were allowed
to fully recover on a heating pad. Eye ointment was used to avoid
dryness and to ensure animal wellbeing. For each imaging time
point, the time from induction to recovery was estimated to be
10 min. Whole-length dynamic imaging was performed at T0, 1 h
(T1 h), T2 h, T3 h, T4 h, T5 h, T6 h, day 2 (T24 h), day 3 (T48
h), day 4 (T72 h), day 5 (T96 h), day 6 (T120 h), and day 7
(T144 h) (Figure 3). Dorsal and ventral views were acquired
constantly in the same field of view (C) using the IVIS Spectrum.
After the final time point of each experiment (6 h or day 7 for
the biodistribution study and day 2 for the isoproterenol study),
the mice were euthanized using pentobarbital sodium overdose
and the organs harvested for in vivo imaging (for details see the
next section). For animal attrition, six mice, including two controls,
two copolymer-injected mice, and two Alx647-injected mice, were
excluded after cage flooding incidents to avoid confounding data
analysis. These mice were excluded from the study at the time of
the incident (day 2 and day 4), and no data were recorded after
the incidents happened. In addition, two triceps and two TAs
from the P188-Alx647-treated group had to be excluded from
ex vivo analysis due to technical difficulties encountered with these
mice during tissue harvest for fluorescence imaging. The IVIS Spec-
trum instrument is equipped with 10 narrow-band excitation filters
and 18 narrow-band emission filters that assisted in significantly
Molecular
reducing autofluorescence. Imaging was performed on the IVIS
Spectrum imaging system (PerkinElmer) by two-dimensional epi-
fluorescence imaging with an excitation of 650 nm and emission
of 668 nm at indicated times after P188-Alx647 injection. The spec-
trum system achieves superior spectral unmixing through a wide
range of high-resolution, short-cutoff filters and advanced spectral
unmixing algorithms. IVIS uses a back-thinned charge-coupled de-
vice cooled to �90�C to achieve maximum sensitivity. Although the
IVIS has a high-sensitivity system measuring dark charge during
down-time and running a self-calibration during initialization, we
validated in each experiment that the system was working properly
for our experiment. For this purpose, we tested for (1) potential
tube-to-tube position variability on the platform, (2) machine vari-
ability, and (3) space variability by using the same concentration
and volume of P188-Alx647 standards and rotating the plate to cap-
ture all possible sample positions. To confirm that the P188 concen-
tration we were using was in the linear range of the system, a stan-
dard curve was used (0 mM, 3.1 mM, 6.2 mM, 12.5 mM, 18 mM,
25 mM, 37 mM, and 50 mM) and used for system calibration every
time the mice were imaged. Data acquisition and processing were
performed according to the Living Image v.4.3.1 protocol.

Ex vivo fluorescence assessment of tissues

For the ex vivo study, all animal experiments were performed in
accordance with humane practices as called for by the Federal Animal
Welfare Act, NIH guidelines, standards of AAALAC International,
and at the university level under the regulation of the University
Committee on the Use and Care of Animals. They were approved
by the University of Minnesota Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

To determine the in vivo distribution/accumulation of P188-Alx647
on a more detailed level, each mouse tissues were harvested. Mice
were euthanized at different times after P188-Alx647 or Alx647 injec-
tion (6 h and 7 days for the biodistribution study, 24 h for the isopro-
terenol study) using a pentobarbital sodium overdose (Fatal Plus). Af-
ter transcardiac perfusion with 10 mL of PBS, the major organs
including liver, spleen, kidneys, brain, heart, quadriceps, diaphragm,
gastrocnemius, and triceps were collected. The isolated tissues were
imaged and the fluorescence measured using the IVIS Spectrum im-
aging system. Images were taken in the far-red and NIR excitation
and emission channels corresponding to the Alx647 spectrum using
the epifluorescence mode of the IVIS Spectrum instrument. All quan-
titative measurements of fluorescence signal were performed using
Living Image Analysis 4.7.3 software (PerkinElmer). After whole tis-
sue imaging, hearts and skeletal muscles were processed for histolog-
ical analysis as described below.

Image analysis

Data were analyzed using Living Image Analysis 4.7.3. For in vivo im-
aging, regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn in the defined area and
quantified using the experimentally validated physical calibrated unit:
“Radiant Efficiency [p/s/sr]/[mW/cm2].”57 To obtain the ROI values
expressed in a calibrated, physical unit the Living Image software
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normalizes automatically for sensitivity differences resulting from
different exposure times, without the need for user input. For fluores-
cent imaging, the calibrated unit is “Radiant Efficiency.” Fluorescence
values are reported as “Average Radiant Efficiency” [p/s/cm2/sr]/
[mW/cm2] (=Radiant Efficiency/ROI surface area), as detailed previ-
ously.57 The ROIs were sized to encompass the entire fluorescent
signal to ensure that the imaging data between individual animals/or-
gans could be directly compared.

Isoproterenol acute stress challenge

Isoproterenol hydrochloride (Sigma #I6504) was dissolved in saline at
a final concentration of 2 mg/mL and sterile filtered. The sterile
isoproterenol solution was stored at 4�C for no more than 24 h and
checked before use for any discoloration indicative of degradation.
Isoproterenol was delivered 4 h after P188-Alx647 administration
via intraperitoneal injections of 10 mg/kg in volumes adjusted for
body weight.

Fluorescence imaging and spectral unmixing

Fresh excised hearts and skeletal muscles were cut in half along the
transverse plane and placed into OCT medium to be frozen in liquid
nitrogen-cooled isopentane and stored at �80�C. Seven-micrometer
cryosections were obtained using the Leica cryostat at �20�C, and
spectral imaging of the section was performed prior to any staining
to preserve the tissue localization and prevent staining-related modi-
fication of the tissues-compound interaction. All staining was per-
formed on unfixed tissue. The following reagents were used for
immunofluorescence staining: goat serum for blocking (Jackson
ImmunoResearch #005-000-121, 10%), WGA Alexa Fluor 488 conju-
gate (Thermo Fisher, 5 mg/mL), and ProLong Gold Antifade Mount-
ant with DAPI (Thermo Fisher). After blocking, staining was per-
formed as a single step at room temperature for 1 h, flanked by
three 5-min washes in PBS. It is noteworthy that numerous fixation
protocols, applied to whole muscle fixation and cryosection fixation,
were used to preserve the compound tissue localization over the stain-
ing process; however, these were all unsuccessful, as they significantly
altered the detection of the P188-Alx647 probe.

Nikon C2 upright spectral confocal imaging system

For the Nikon C2 upright spectral confocal imaging system, constant
acquisition parameters in the spectral mode were set and used for all
samples to obtain images suitable for quantification and comparison
between samples. Pure P188-Alx647 and Alx647 spectra were ac-
quired and used for spectral unmixing of the respective compounds
in the images acquired to distinguish the specific compound signal
from the background autofluorescence. Images were acquired using
the Nikon C2 upright spectral confocal imaging system. Nikon Ele-
ments Imaging software (version 5.30.05) at the UMN UIC analysis
station was used for the analysis of spectral unmixing and histology
images.

Statistics

Statistical tests were calculated in GraphPad Prism, version 6.0
(GraphPad Software). An unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test was
174 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 28 March
used to compare two groups unless indicated otherwise, followed
by Welch’s correction. One-way ANOVA was used to compare
more than two groups with one independent variable, followed by
Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons. Two-way ANOVA
was used for analysis of non-muscle organs (main effects: organ
and treatment). Parametric tests were conducted for nearly all the an-
alyses. In a few tests, owing to different Ns per group, normalcy tests
could not be performed and thus a non-parametric test was conduct-
ed, as detailed in the figure legends and Table S1.
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